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A landmark meeting at the University of Warwick, September 1–4, 1987.

Japanese achievements in business, industry, and technology have alerted Western countries to the necessity of monitoring Japanese information more closely and efficiently. Growing awareness of this has been demonstrated in both Europe and North America—in the United States, for example, by the 1983 Congressional hearing leading up to the 1988 Japanese Technical Literature Act. Although Japan stepped up its efforts to supply means of access to Japanese information more easily to overseas users, there are still problems, in particular the language barrier.

The British Library organized a timely international conference on Japanese information from September 1–4, 1987. It focused on science, technology, and commerce aiming: 1) to review existing information, problems, and solutions in accessing it; and 2) to identify trends, outstanding problems, and possible solutions, with emphasis on international cooperation.

The conference took place at the University of Warwick under the banner of the British Library Japanese Information Service and the University of Warwick Japanese Business Policy Service, supported by the United States National Technical Information Service (NTIS), the Japan Information Center of Science and Technology (JICST), and the Japan Travel Bureau. It was attended by about two hundred delegates from sixteen countries, of which 60% came from Europe (UK, Germany, Finland, Netherlands, France, Sweden, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, Denmark), 20% from America, and 17% from Japan. The delegates represented universities, research institutions, industries, information agencies, government offices, and international bodies.

The four-day meeting was opened by Lord Quinton, chairman of the British Library. There were eleven sessions—background, U.S. policy, patterns of publication, research and collaboration, the Japanese language, language solutions, Japanese online sources, European sources, special sector needs, special sources, and more special sources—and two sessions of special delegates spots, video and talk. The final panel discussion was chaired by R.J. Samuels of the MIT Japan Science and Technology Program. The full paper preprints were prepared and distributed at the time of registration and short oral presentations highlighting the most important points were given at the conference. Exhibitions and advertisements by more than thirty book dealers or information vendors were also featured, including transcontinental online demonstrations.

Among about forty U.S. participants, sixteen presented papers for eight different sessions and five served as session chairs. In the U.S. policy session, chaired by D.B. Shonyo of the National Tech-
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During the conference a wide range of activities were reported and discussed. At the final session special remarks were made on the accessibility of grey literature, preparation of a directory of people working in the field, information utility for non-paper textual materials, the need to expand services beyond JICST, and so on. To wrap up the meeting, the topic of “what to talk about at the next conference; where should we go from here?” was discussed and the following issues were suggested: intergovernmental support, training of Japanese specialists, translation experts, communication among scientists, dissemination and synthesis of information, technology transfer, deregulation of telecommunications, intellectual property protection, and end-users.

The Conference provided the first opportunity to bring people active and interested in the field together to discuss activities, ideas, and problems, and to seek solutions. The efforts of the two British Library organizers, S.V. King and G.J. Sassoon, were very much appreciated, and the aims of the conference will be extended in the future.
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